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About This Game

In the enchanted underwater City of Glass, what will you sacrifice for immortality? Love, memories, freedom? Will you take
freedom from others to win your heart's desire? Dive into a world of mermaids, mermen, and other merfolk, where every

character has secrets, and nothing is what it seems!

"The Sea Eternal" is an epic interactive fantasy novel by Lynnea Glasser, author of "Creatures Such as We" and "Coloratura,"
winner of the 2013 Interactive Fiction Competition and numerous XYZZY awards. Your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based--283,000 words, without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

The whales have granted the merfolk eternal life, and asked you for so little in return. Defense against the giant squid. Secrecy
from humans. But when a rogue mermaid tries to destroy the gift of immortality, ancient secrets rise from the depths, and the

delicate balance of society rests in your hands.

Will you fight to protect your immortality, or surrender it for a higher cause? Will you choose sides in the neverending war
between the whales and the giant squid? Will your undying love save the City of Glass, or destroy it?

 Decide what being a hero means to you, with over 10 unique endings

 Choose your own mer-self, with multiple gender and orientation options available
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 Play alongside similarly diverse characters

 Romance human visitors to the underwater city

 Earn the trust of nuanced characters

 Break their trust

 Pick up the pieces of your shattered relationships
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Title: The Sea Eternal
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Choice of Games
Publisher:
Choice of Games
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2016
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Now I can finally feel like Neo from the Matrix. owo. I don't write reviews really, but I've got to say that anyone who was a fan
of the Nimja Gaiden gameplay and graphics should check this out. Worth the 5 dollars, in my opinion. Even got it working in
sweetfx with no hiccups :) Great game!. 10/10 would get spawn killed by bears again. Very, very impressed by Shift Quantum.

I was anticipating that the shifting mechanism would be confusing, but this has not been my experience at all. The learning
curve has been smooth, with new ways to use the mechanism introduced to the player at an appropriate pace.

The visuals and theme tie together well. Even the menu system is part of the experience, not just a break in immersion.

I'm looking forward to more games by this developer.. Might have been nice for its time, but not worth playing now.

It forces into full-screen using a tiny resolution.
It uses passwords.
It runs too fast randomly (which is terrible for a platforming game).
The double-jump doesn't work half of the time.
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This Is A Really Fun DLC Just I Wish They Had Villians. But Still It Is Free To Play, So I Recommend It.. I was so HOOKED
into this movie, it is a little FISHY. I had a WHALE of a good time watching it! It is a must SEA. I promise this review is not
BAIT. This movie was KRILLING it! Watch this, and you will have a TSUNAMI of emotions. 10/10. This game allows one to
demolish structures with a variety of tools and large machines. Destruction is fun. What more do you want?. Play it, best game
ever!. there are a lot of good gachi games on steam
this is not one of them. I haven't played a ton of it yet but I've really enjoyed what I've played so far. This is the closest to Silent
Hill that we are likely to receive anytime soon so I highly recommend it for anyone who enjoyed Silent Hill (and was looking
forward to P.T. as this game is in first person with an option to switch to third if you prefer).

The best thing I can say about it so far is that a completely empty house made me terrified just because of some writing on the
wall. It said I was already dead. Creeping through the house wondering what was going to get me was legitimately scary in a way
I haven't experienced in a while. Nothing about this so far leads me to believe I won't like where it's going so I'm giving this a
recommend and will update more when I've played through a larger chunk of the game.. Lemme tell you

this game made me question my sexuality
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